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Abstract: Cloud computing is a new venture that offers tremendous advantages in Information Technology. Data may
be transferred, processed & stored in the cloud storage provided by service providers in order to leverage the full use of
its capacity. However, data users are very sceptical to store their data in cloud storage. The data in cloud storage are out
of direct control from their own users. The data stored in private cloud are secured to some extent whereas security of
data stored in public cloud are not guaranteed. There are many techniques to protect the confidentiality of data before
stored into cloud storage. This paper proposes a novel framework to protect data confidentiality of numeric and nonnumeric and to enhance the security of data using cryptographic techniques in public cloud storage before being
uploaded into cloud storage.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing (CC) is a great and powerful invention
in Information Technology (IT). The cloud computing
resources are provided as „everything as a service‟. The
rapid deployment in cloud gives tremendous advantages to
cloud users. CC is defined as “a model for enabling
convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of
configurable computing resources that can be rapidly
provisioned and released with minimal management effort
or serviceprovider interaction” [1]. In a nutshell, CC could
be termed as „3 4 5‟, for simple understanding: The Three
basic service models are Software as a Service (SaaS),
Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Infrastructure as a
Service (IaaS). The Four deployment models are Private,
Public, Community and Hybrid clouds. The Five essential
characteristics are on-demand self-service, broad network
access, resource pooling, rapid elasticity and measured
service.
The essential characteristics promote a lot of benefits in
cloud computing environment. To add flavour to these
characteristics, Gartner defines cloud computing as “a
style of computing where scalable and elastic IT-related
capabilities are provided as a service to external customers
using internet technologies” [2]. Every day, the data are
growing at a rapid rate in enterprises. One of the most
profitable, essential services provided by cloud computing
is cloud storage. While discussing the benefits of cloud
storage, Toby Velte et al [3] define as follows: “cloud
storage has become a boon to Information Technologies
(IT), to have an infinite space for their data storage”. To
store data, a large number of processing units, hard drives,
network infrastructure and other resources are required.
Clusters and grids distributed systems are used to store
huge amount of data by enterprises. The enterprises at
times develop a tendency to tamper the data without the
authorisation of users [4].
Copyright to IJIREEICE

Data storage in cloud computing faces various security
issues [5] such as malicious data access, imperfect data
segregation,
unauthorized
authentication
and
authorization, false identity management, wrong policy
integration, proxy recovery, fake accountability, malicious
insiders, unprotected management console security and
unauthorised account control [6]. Considering the
importance of data security in cloud storage, it is essential
to identify and analyse the countermeasures against threats
and vulnerabilities [7] [8].
Security is one of the most important aspects in cloud
computing storage. Once data are stored on cloud, data
owners are disconnected from their data and it is the most
alarming factor for the users [9]. Moreover the cloud data
can be tampered by inside attackers and outside attackers
[10]. Malicious cloud administrators are the inside
attackers in cloud service providers (CSPs). The security
parameters
are
authentication,
authorization,
confidentiality, integrity, availability etc. Confidentiality is
one of the important parameters in the security to protect
data from malicious attackers.
To ensure data confidentiality, data owners must make
certain the security to their data before storing into the
cloud. Hence, a technique has to be incorporated for data
security in cloud storage. The technique used for
maintaining data confidentiality is called cryptography
[11]. The two forms of cryptosystems are symmetric and
asymmetric, in which the symmetric cryptosystems
involve the use of a single key known as the secret key to
encrypt and decrypt data or messages. The asymmetric
cryptosystems use one key (the public key) to encrypt
messages or data, and a second key (the secret key) to
decipher or decrypt those messages or data respectively.
The organisation of the paper is as follows: section II
gives the related works. Section III explains the
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motivation. Section IV explain the problem definition.
Section V details the Objectives. Section VI explains the
Scope and methodology. Section VII gives the proposed
framework. Section VIII concludes the paper.
II. RELATEDWORKS
There are number of researches going on to address the
security hurdles in cloud environment. Rashmi et al. [12]
did a survey on different security issuesand different
cryptographic algorithms that exist in the cloud. They also
defined some privacy and security-related issues that are
believed to have long-term significance for cloud storage.
Hashizume et al. [13] presented a classification of security
issues in different service models (SaaS, PaaS and IaaS).
They also performed the identification of the main
vulnerabilities in cloud computing while presenting the
common threats and its relations to cloud layers. A
confidentiality technique (CT) is further proposed in a
framework by AtiqU.RRehman et al [14]to store sensitive
data with a combination of encryption and obfuscation.
The cloud users maintained data storage to store keys that
are used for encryption. The obfuscation technique for
security was again elaborately discussed by Yau SS et al
[15] through approaches of separating software and
infrastructure service providers, hiding data owners‟
information in cloud and, data obfuscation technique.
The proposed AROcrypt cryptographic algorithm [16] was
to ensure the security of data stored in cloud storage. The
algorithm was based on a symmetric encryption provided
through „security as a service‟ model to keep the keys with
users for encryption and decryption. The authors [17]
evaluated and found out the varied performance of two
encryption algorithms of AES and DES in terms of
processing time, CPU usage and encryption throughput on
Windows and Mac platform for a different text size.
Encryption time is calculated with throughput of an
encryption scheme.
The CT [18] introduced the process to convert the plain
text into cipher text using ASCII code. The process
provided better performance and maximum security
protection when compared with existing CTs such as DES,
3DES and Blowfish. A modern symmetric encryption
algorithm called QAES, was proposed by Jasim et al. [19]
integrating Quantum Key Distribution (QKD) and an
enhanced AES. The output of such integration becomes
feasible and is discussed as AES block cipher symmetric
algorithm. Later, a new lightweight encryption algorithm
was introduced [20] to compare the symmetric and
asymmetric algorithms. The algorithms encrypted various
input data files for the distributed keys and concluded that
the symmetric algorithms are more efficient and effective
in cloud environment.
AROMO framework [21] was proposed with three
security algorithms to enhance the security of data in cloud
storage to protect data from different threats. The
performance results of data confidentiality through
scalable approach [22] reveal that the overhead for data
obfuscation and de-obfuscation appear to increase linear
with the size of input data. The term obfuscation means
attempting “to transform a program into an equivalent one
that is harder to reverse engineer” [23]. Hence, the data
Copyright to IJIREEICE

obfuscation technique was to confuse hackers while trying
to tamper the sensitive data without authorization. Many
studies proved that obfuscation of data made the intruders
harder to understand and even made impossible in some
cases. The approach of obfuscation for security was
further proposed [24] for protection by increase of
complexity to withstand malicious attacks. The
architecture [25] provided a user-centric trust model to
ensure and to control the security of users‟ sensitive data
instead of leaving them entirely on server-centric for
implementation. The key is not revealed to the CSP in this
obfuscation method for protecting security of data.
III. MOTIVATION
Data Security has become an important factor in cloud
computing. The private and public clouds are the broader
categorization in cloud infrastructures. The infrastructure
is owned and managed by the user in private cloud. It is
located on-premise where data access is under the control
of trusted parties. Whereas it is off-premise in public cloud
and the infrastructure is owned and managed by service
provider. So, In order to protect data stored in public
cloud, the user is pushed to a situation where he needs to
find a different method to protect sensitive data.
The data encryption is a basic measure to ensure data
security. But the threat elements in cloud demand the
process for data encryption before transmitting it. The
storage services based on public cloud provides users with
dynamic storage. The biggest hurdle to the adoption of
cloud storage is the concern over data confidentiality.
Unless the issues of confidentiality are addressed, many
potential users will be reluctant to make use of the service
provider in-spite of enormous positive elements that the
cloud storage possesses.
The paper is proposed to improve data confidentiality
stored in cloud storage. It is proposed to identify, encrypt
and store all sensitive data without the knowledge of the
provider. These sensitive data are stored in cloud in an
encrypted form, to be accessed only by users, thus
protecting its confidentiality from unauthorised users.
IV. PROBLEM DEFINITION
Cloud storage is available at a fairly lower price. Cloud
storage is the main attraction in migrating into cloud as it
revolutionizes the IT market through online services 24x7.
Despite the enormous growth in cloud storage, it lacks
security measures in data availability, data confidentiality,
data integrity and many other aspects. When data are
stored in cloud, the owners lose their control over the data.
The existing traditional cryptographic techniques also do
not fully convince the users in protecting their data in
cloud storage. The encryption process takes more time and
consumes more data. The inadequate security leads into
threats of losing data confidentiality.
Data security becomes more critical as multiple copies of
data are available in modern days. The users are forced to
use the same interfaces provided by CSPs and these CSPs
use fixed format for data to be controlled and monitored in
specific locations. At the same time the CSPs have the
privilege to access and to collect the users‟ confidential
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data. The cloud storage problems are summarized as cryptosystem in cloud, this research work is done by
follows:
utilizing the symmetric cryptosystems to maintain
confidentiality. The proposed cryptosystem is measured by
 Data owners have no control over their data in cloud security level, time, data size and service cost while
storage.
compared with the existing confidentiality techniques. The
 Data stored may be exposed to security vulnerabilities. proposed scope of the research work meets all
 Difficulties in maintainingkeysfordifferentusers‟ data. characteristics of cloud computing.
 Unauthorized access from the cloud storage.
b. Methodology
Maintaining data confidentiality is one of the primary The overall objective of this research work is to propose
issues in cloud computing. Hence, proper, apt and suitable three SAs as CFaaS to enhance security through
techniques must be derived to maintain the data confidentiality measures.
confidentiality to enhance security.
The first SA is AO_Enc CT (AOECT) which provides the
technique for encryption of non-numerical data by
V. THE OBJECTIVE
symmetric cryptosystem. The technique encrypts only the
The objective of this paper is to propose a method where non-numerical data. This technique takes minimum time
sensitive data are protected from the unauthorised users. for encryption and decryption. The implementation results
The primary aim of the proposed research work is to are compared with the existing encryption techniques such
enhance security of stored data from the unauthorised as DES, 3DES and Blowfish.
users in public cloud storage through CTs. The following The second SA is ARO_Obfus CT (AROOCT) which
objectives are derived to achieve the primary aim.
provides the technique for obfuscation of only numerical
 To propose an AO_Enc Confidentiality Technique
(AOECT) to enhance security of non-numerical data
and to minimize time.
 To propose an ARO_Obfus Confidentiality
Technique (AROOCT) to enhance security of
numerical data and to minimize data size and time.
 To propose an AO_AROEncObfus Confidentiality
Technique (AOAROEOCT) to enhance security of
non-numerical and numerical data and to minimize
time, data size and to economize service cost.
To design an ARARO Security Framework
(ARAROSF) to enhance security by incorporating the
above proposals. Confidentiality is maintained by
protecting the data and thus security is enhanced.
VI. SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY
a. The Scope
The highest block or impediment of cloud storage is lack
of trust as the data are stored in one or more remote
servers and the data owners are distanced from their data.
This hurdle stops the cloud users in adopting cloud
storage. Hence, there is a necessity to find out suitable
methods to mitigate data security threats and attacks. The
proposed research work aims at providing CTs to enhance
the security of users‟ data stored in public cloud storage.
Out of four deployment models in cloud environment,
public cloud faces maximum threats in cloud storage. This
research work implements Security Algorithms (SAs) as
Confidentiality as a Service (CFaaS), using one of the
computing models of SaaS. The data in cloud face threats
in two different levels, such as data-at-rest and data-intransit. The threats are either from inside attackers or
outside attackers. The scope of the research work is to
protect data-at-rest from inside attackers, who try to
tamper or hack the data in the cloud.
The data security problems can be solved by cryptographic
techniques through which data are converted into
unreadable format to avoid hacking from the unauthorized
users. Due to time consumption in asymmetric
Copyright to IJIREEICE

data. The technique uses different mathematical methods
and programming logic to obfuscate the plain text into
cipher text. This technique reduces the size of data
uploaded into cloud storage. The implementation results
are compared with the existing obfuscation techniques like
Hexadecimal Encoding, Base32 and Base64.
The third SA is AO_AROEncObfus CT (AOAROEOCT)
which provides the technique for encryption and
obfuscation of respective non-numerical and numerical
data simultaneously. By using this technique the users
reduce the service cost instead of using AO_Enc and
ARO_Obfus CT one by one for hiding all the data in nonnumerical and numerical format. The results are compared
with the proposed first two CTs.
The proposed techniques of encryption and obfuscation
are utilised to encrypt and obfuscate the data before
uploading into the cloud storage. The keys for the
proposed techniques are generated and sent to the users
directly from the cloud service called KMaaS (Key
Management as a Service).
VII. ARARO- THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
The proposed ARARO Security Framework (ARAROSF)
(ARARO is named after the research scholar, S. ARul Oli
and research supervisor, L. AROckiam) depicted in Fig. 1
consists of three cloud services namely CFaaS, KMaaS
and STaaS (STorage as s Service). These three services
are provided by three different independent CSPs. This
research work mainly concentrates on CFaaS. The CFaaS
consists of three SAs, such as AO_Enc CT, ARO_Obfus
CT, and AO_AROEncObfus CT (These algorithms are
named after the research scholar, S. Arul Oli and research
supervisor, L. AROckiam, and Encryption, Obfuscation)
for encryption of non-numerical data, obfuscation of
numerical data and both encryption & obfuscation of nonnumerical and numerical data respectively. The KMaaS
consists of six components and the necessary components
are key generation and key storage. The STaaS (STorage
as a Service) functions to store the data in cloud storage.
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obfuscation are done in simultaneous process. If the users
wish to hide entire data (non-numeric and numeric), then
this SA is suitable choice with respect to low service cost.
Simulation is conducted as similar to the previous two
techniques to measure the security level and time. This
technique is compared with the first two proposals and
produces maximum security.
B. Key Management as a Service (KMaaS)
KMaaS is a cloud service provided by an independent
CSP. The KMaaS comprises the following six components
as in Fig. 2. KMaaS is instructed by CFaaS for key
generation. CFaaS sends the details of algorithm and
users. KMaaS generates the keys applicable to the selected
algorithm and forwards to the users directly based on the
users‟ detail received from CFaaS. KMaaS maintains
different log tables for key management.

Fig.1. ARARO Security Framework

A. Confidentiality as a Service (CFaaS)
The CFaaS provides three SAs for confidentiality of data
 While encryption is foundational to cloud security, the
and to enhance security in cloud storage. The proposed
management of encrypted keys is one of the most
CTs are namely AO_Enc CT, ARO_Obfus CT and
difficult challenges in cloud computing. Failure to
AO_AROEncObfus CT.
adequately manage encryption of keys can lead to a
range of administrative and security problems. In the
i) AO_Enc CT
proposed techniques, the keys are maintained by the
AO_Enc CT is a SA to enhance the confidentiality of nonusers.
numerical data stored in cloud storage. It is based on

KMaaS includes all devices or sub-systems that can
symmetric encryption algorithm. Three keys are received
access an unencrypted key or its metadata. Encrypted
from the cloud. Out of these three keys, two keys are of
keys and their cryptographically protected metadata
numeric and one is string type. The encryption is done
can be handled by computers and transmitted through
with the data and keys in users‟ side before sent to the
communications systems. It consists of policies,
cloud. Simulation is conducted for the proposed technique
procedures, components and devices that are used to
to measure the security level and the time taken for
protect, manage, and distribute cryptographic keys and
encryption and decryption. The security level is calculated
certain specific information in metadata. KMaaS
using universal Hackman tool and is compared with the
maintains metadata table, with structure and its log
existing techniques such as DES, 3DES and Blowfish.
table, to protect the confidentiality of data.
From the simulation results, it is evident that the proposed
technique takes minimum time and produces maximus
Once a key is generated, the generated key and its details
security.
are forwarded to KMaaS. KMaaS stores the key with
relevant information in metadata.
ii) ARO_Obfus CT
ARO_Obfus CT is an obfuscation technique for numerical
data to enhance security in cloud storage. Two keys are
generated from the cloud. With the use of data and the
keys, the obfuscation is done in users‟ side before sent to
the cloud. Obfuscation is a process of converting the
readable data into unintelligible data using mathematical
functions and programming logic. The proposed technique
uses different mathematical methods like mul(), pow(),
rotate(), mod(), ascii() for obfuscation. The main
advantage of this technique is to reduce the size of the
data. Simulation is conducted for the proposed technique
as similar to the AO_Enc CT to measure the security level
Fig.2. Key Management as a Service (KMaaS)
and time taken for obfuscation and de-obfuscation and it is
compared with the existing obfuscation techniques like KMaaS is more important to keep data more confident and
Hexadecimal Encoding, Base32 and Base64. From the secure. There are few components in KMaaS that are
simulation results, it is shown that the obfuscation considered very necessary. Secure key management is the
technique takes minimum time and size and produces management of keys in a cryptosystem. Secure key
maximum security.
management deals with the components. Secure key
iii) AO_AROEncObfus CT
AO_AROEncObfus CT is a symmetric cryptosystem with
the combination of encryption and obfuscation procedure.
This technique is used to encrypt and obfuscate the nonnumerical and numerical data respectively. Encryption and
Copyright to IJIREEICE

management includes cryptographic protocol design, user
procedures, key servers, and other relevant protocols.
Secure key management is concerned with keys at the
cloud user level, either between cloud users or systems
[26].The components are depicted in Fig. 2.
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Key Generation
The cryptographic systems in modern IT include
symmetrickey algorithms (DES and AES) and publickey
algorithms (RSA). The user encrypts the data with the
symmetric cryptosystem. The simplest method to read
encrypted data is a brute force attack, which means
attempting every time, up to the maximum length of the
key. Therefore, it is important to use sufficiently longer
key length since longer keys take longer time to attack,
resulting brute force attack almost impractical.

enhance the security. ARAROSFcomprises three different
services namely CFaaS, KMaaS, STaaS. These three
services are provided by three different independent CSPs.
This research work mainly concentrates on CFaaS. The
CFaaS provides three SAs such as AOECT, AROOCT and
AOAROEOCT to enhance security in cloud storage.
Simulation for ARAROSFis conducted in the cloud
environment. From the simulation results, it is evident that
SAs in CFaaS provide minimum time, less data size, lower
service cost and maximum security. In conclusion, the
CTs in ARAROSF enhance security of data stored in
Key Destructions
The key destruction is the deletion of the keys from the public cloud storage.
table. Keys, when no longer needed, must be destroyed in a
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